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LETTER FROM
THE PRESIDENT

Dear friends,
I want my opening words to be
a tribute to all those loved ones
who have left us during this
difficult time. Our thoughts and
prayers go out to the families
who have suffered a loss
during this period, which we all
want to overcome as soon as
possible.
We are still living with the
consequences of a pandemic
that has transformed almost
everything
and
remains
particularly cruel to the most
vulnerable people in our
society. Science is now giving
us hope that we will gradually
return to the normality we have
longed for.
The pages of this Annual
Report of the Real Madrid
Foundation relate the immense
work that thousands of people
have carried out in every corner
of the world to improve the
quality of life of those who need
it most. All of them deserve our
recognition and thanks today.
Solidarity is an unwavering
value for Real Madrid and is
the flag of our Foundation. In
solidarity, we commit all our
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forces to serve a society that
needs us today more than ever.
This stage has probably been
the hardest since we started the
Real Madrid Foundation, but it
has also been a time to test our
own capacity to overcome. It
has been a time of innovations,
effort, teamwork, relying on
the support of our patrons,
sponsors and collaborators
who helped ensure that all the
projects, ones that came to
life in extremely complicated
circumstances, could become
sustainable.
Today we can proudly say that
all that effort has paid off. We
strived to ensure that no one
was left behind in the more
than 80 countries where the
Real Madrid crest appears
through its Foundation. This is
especially true for communities
where the situation was very
vulnerable even before the
pandemic.
Our aim was to stand by the
children who are suffering the
effects of this health crisis in
precarious conditions. They
are the ones who need us
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most. If they were previously
at risk of social exclusion, this
new reality makes them even
more defenceless.
The Foundation has therefore
adapted all our activities,
in record time, to all the
constraints
imposed
by
COVID-19. We implemented all
our projects with the necessary
health protocols and with the
absolute dedication of all the
people who have continued
to give the best of themselves
so that the activities would
achieve their objectives.

We are once again faced with
a huge challenge. We must
be able to build illusions and
dreams among the weakest
in our world. To provide an
opportunity for those who have
less and to share our values
through education and sport.
It is the time for solidarity and
hope.

We managed to provide all the
necessary human and financial
resources while implementing
a process of technological and
digital innovation so we can
simply do our work.
I would like to underline
our gratitude to everyone
who
joined
the
Real
Madrid Foundation through
partnerships
formalised
precisely in these difficult
times. And also to those
who have continued with us,
strengthening a union that is
one of commitment and loyalty.

Florentino Pérez
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MORE THAN

8,500
138

BENEFICIARIES OF THE SOCIAL-SPORTS
PROGRAMMES AND PROJECTS IN SPAIN
NATIONAL
PROJECTS

300

MORE THAN
PARTICIPANTS IN ADAPTED
AND INCLUSIVE SCHOOLS
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2,000

INMATES LEARN VALUES
THROUGH SPORT

NATIONAL
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TABLE OF ACTIVITIES
PROJECT

No.

Beneficiaries

34

2,501

social-sports basketball schools

9

468

Adapted social-sports football schools

2

9

Inclusive social-sports football schools

4

72

Adapted social-sports basketball schools

12

208

Inclusive social-sports basketball schools

1

17

Wheelchair social-sports basketball schools

3

22

Shelters and JUVENILE DETENTION CENTRES

26

1,044

Prisons

30

1,812

Hospitals and health

12

2,299

Physical exercise programmes for the elderly

1

162

Programmes for the homeless

2

48

Emprendeporte programmes

2

62

138

8,724

social-sports football schools

Coach with a pupil at the inclusive social-sports
football school at the Luis Aragonés municipal
sports centre, Madrid.
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TOTAL
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NATIONAL AREA
This season, the social sports
programmes and projects in Spain
helped nearly 9,000 people from
various groups, some at risk of social
exclusion.

SOCIAL-SPORTS SCHOOLS IN SPAIN
During the 2020/21 season, the Real Madrid
Foundation has managed to implement all lines
of activity, both in social sports schools and in
centres for minors, prisons, care centres for the
homeless and municipal centres for the elderly
and unemployed. Despite pandemic restrictions,
138 schools and projects were engaged in
Spain, reaching nearly 9,000 beneficiaries. This
means more than 82% of initiatives in operation,
although with many difficulties in continuity due
to partial lockdowns in basic health areas.

Iker Casillas visits the social sports school
for football in Fuenlabrada, Madrid.
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We engaged with 138 schools
and social sports projects in Spain to
adapt to pandemic restrictions.

NATIONAL
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The Real Madrid Foundation's 43
football and basketball social sports
schools in Spain and the 22 adapted
and inclusive schools have attended
more than 3,000 children: 715 minors
in basketball, adapted and inclusive
basketball and 2,582 in social sports
football, adapted or inclusive football.
The trainers-educators are specifically
trained to develop the foundation’s For
a REAL Education: Values and Sport
methodology in the different disciplines.
The programmes are adapted to
the social reality of each school's
environment, where at least 15% and
up to 100% of the spots are reserved
for young people at risk of social
exclusion. We aim to develop the skills
and capabilities of the participants, to
form them as a whole person, improving
coexistence, promoting values, yet
leaving competition as an afterthought.

Felipe Reyes was present at the renewal
ceremony with Endesa in the auditorium of the Real
Madrid City.

Visit by Begoña Villacís and Emilio Butragueño
to the Faustina Valladolid municipal sports
centre school in Madrid.
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The number of visits to projects has been
reduced by the pandemic. However, Iker
Casillas, since his incorporation as assistant
to the general director of the Real Madrid
Foundation, has been involved in all lines of
activity in Spain. He and others visited pupils of
the Fuenlabrada football school together with
the vice-president of Banco Santander. He also
met the beneficiaries of the football school in
Segovia, where he was greeted by the city's
mayor and the project's patron, Ecopilas.

The deputy mayor of Madrid, Begoña Villacís,
and Emilio Butragueño visited the Faustina
Valladolid municipal sports centre in the
Vicálvaro district of Madrid, where football and
basketball schools are held.
As Real Madrid ambassador until the end of
December, Santiago Solari visited the social
sports school in San Fernando de Henares with
Exolum, and in Torrejón de Ardoz, with the "La
Caixa" Foundation.

Students from the social sports school in Segovia.

The schools are supported by entities such
as "La Caixa" Foundation, Endesa, HSBC,
GSK, Banco Santander, Ecopilas, Exolum
and Liberbank. New partnerships were signed
this season to ensure the sustainability of
the scholarship system to guarantee equal
opportunities in access to sports education.
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The Community of Madrid is still the region with
the highest number of projects and beneficiaries,
in collaboration with different entities and
NGOs. The school programme involves weekly
training sessions which this season have been
carried out in bubble groups with a strict health
and safety protocol.
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Santiago Solari and representatives of the
"La Caixa" Foundation at the school in Torrejón
de Ardoz, Madrid.

NATIONAL
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Iker Casillas took part in a training session at the
wheelchair basketball school in the Felipe Reyes
pavilion in Getafe, Madrid.

Maite Oroz, with a students of
the social sports school of inclusive football
at the Ideo school (Madrid).

ADAPTED AND INCLUSIVE
SCHOOLS IN SPAIN
The inclusive and adapted football and
basketball schools are run in collaboration
with organisations specialising in the field
of disability such as Fundación ConecTEA,
Down Madrid, Fundación A la Par and Atades
Zaragoza. The projects benefit children with

18

Down’s syndrome, pervasive developmental
disorder (PDD), intellectual disabilities and
autism spectrum disorders (ASD), as well as
groups of adults with cognitive disabilities
who are unable to practice sport outside the
Foundation’s activities.
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This season has seen the consolidation of
the adapted football and basketball school
developed in partnership with the Ana
Carolina Díez-Mahou Foundation and thanks
to the support of GSK, which promotes sport
for children between the ages of 7 and 14

who suffer from respiratory problems. The
second football adapted school was also
consolidated in Fuenlabrada so that students
who reach the age of 20 can continue their
comprehensive sports training with the Real
Madrid Foundation.

NATIONAL
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We partnered with Endesa to
organise an inclusive race on
International Day of Persons
with Disabilities as a reminder of
just how important sport is for
everyone and its role in social
inclusion. Wheelchair basketball
schools have also been maintained
to improve the quality of life of the
participants. These projects are
also sponsored by Endesa, UPS
and Signus. A total of 16 inclusive
and adapted basketball schools
and 6 inclusive or adapted football
schools
were
implemented,
benefiting 329 children and young
people.
Iker Casillas visited the beneficiaries
of the Fernando Martín adapted
basketball school. Solari also visited
the beneficiaries of the Getafe
wheelchair basketball school at
the beginning of the season. Real
Madrid player Maite Oroz attended
the inclusive school at the Ideo
school, where she encouraged the
participants to continue practising
sport.

Inclusive race on the International
Day of Persons with Disabilities,
in partnership with Endesa.
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The trainers-educators are specifically trained to
develop the foundation’s For a REAL Education:
Values and Sport methodology in the different
disciplines.
The schools are supported by entities such as "La
Caixa" Foundation, Endesa, HSBC, GSK, Banco
Santander, Ecopilas, Exolum and Liberbank.
The inclusive and adapted football and basketball
schools are run in collaboration with organisations
specialising in the field of disability such as
Fundación ConecTEA, Down Madrid, Fundación
A la Par and Atades Zaragoza.
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CAMPUS AND CLINICS
IN SPAIN
The summer camps did not reach the attendance
figures of other years, but the primary goal was
to keep them going and, in doing so, continue to
be a benchmark for educational sport, values,
quality and trust. We achieved this goal by

working with over a thousand children in football
in Madrid and Guadalajara for 11 weeks. Nearly
200 children with and without disabilities also
took part in the 11th Basketball Camp and the
6th Adapted Basketball Camp.

Football camp held at
Real Madrid City.
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Football camp participants stretching at Real
Madrid City.
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THE SUMMER CAMPS WERE HELD AFTER
THE LOCKDOWN SO AS TO REMAIN A
BENCHMARK FOR EDUCATIONAL SPORT,
VALUES, QUALITY AND TRUST.

CAMPS
• 11TH BASKETBALL CAMP IN
MADRID.
• 6TH ADAPTED BASKETBALL
CAMP FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
WITH SEVERE MENTAL
DISABILITIES.
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CAMPS

EXPERIENCE

LOCATIONS

11

IN SPAIN

5

OVERSEAS

4 DIFFERENT
MODALITIES

(SOCIAL-SPORTS, GOALKEEPERS,
HIGH PERFORMANCE AND BILINGUAL)

MORE THAN

1,100

PARTICIPANTS
FROM 100 NATIONALITIES
NATIONAL
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THE BASKETBALL AND
VALUES PORGRAMME IN HOSPITALS

PROGRAMMES IN
JUVENILE CENTRES
The Real Madrid Foundation runs programmes
for minors in 13 centres, and this season more
than half a thousand participants participated
in football and basketball. We also continued
activities for 13 shelters and children’s homes,
enabling nearly 550 participants to continue
to enjoy sport.

At Christmas, no child without a gift is our
campaign to benefit half a thousand children in
special need of support, symbolised this year
by Álvaro Arbeloa’s visit to the Isabel de Castilla
Children’s home. We have also benefited from
the support of the UEFA Foundation for Children
this season. HSBC also partnered in the creation
of new football and basketball schools at the
Casa de Campo shelter in Madrid.

Álvaro Arbeloa watched a training session for the
beneficiaries of the Isabel de Castilla children’s home.
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The complex health situation made it particularly
difficult this season to implement the children’s
basketball programme in hospitals or run projects
at detention centres. We were nevertheless able
to attend to virtually all beneficiaries either in
person or online, while renewing partnership,
patronage and sponsorship agreements, and
even forging new alliances.
The hospital programme was activated at a
dozen centres with 279 participants. The Real

Madrid Foundation continues receiving support
in this initiative from the AMA Foundation and
Medical Service Care. Their involvement helps
us instrumentalise sport to motivate children who
have been hospitalised for long periods of time,
and also in specific recovery programmes in
oncology, together with the Aladina Foundation
at the Niño Jesús hospital, and also in child
psychiatry at the centre. Adult patients on dialysis
or in the final stages of palliative care are also
encouraged to engage in moderate exercise.

Basketball session at the Niño Jesús Hospital
in Madrid

NATIONAL
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MORE THAN A THOUSAND MINORS

PRACTICE FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL WITH THE REAL
MADRID FOUNDATION IN THE CENTERS FOR MINORS

Basketball training session at the Casa de Campo
Reception Center, Madrid.
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PROJECTS FOR HOMELESS PEOPLE

DETENTION CENTRE PROGRAMME

The goal is to increase the general well-being of
homeless people and promote their integration
into the workplace and society through physical
exercise. The Foundation is developing three
projects in this line with the Red Cross in municipal
facilities of the Madrid City Council, involving
nearly fifty participants. The sustainability of this
programme relies on the profits obtained from the
sale of the Real Madrid Foundation’s solidarity
masks and part of the resources generated by the
Red Cross Gold Draw. Once again this year, Álvaro
Arbeloa visited the participants and motivated
them not to give up their efforts.

We have been implementing the projects in
accordance with the indications of each centre
and of the General Secretariat of Penitentiary
Institutions of the Ministry of the Interior,
with whom the Foundation has been carrying
out this programme for more than 15 years.
Fifteen centres throughout Spain have been
able to resume basketball and values activities
for 1,241 inmates and football and values for
571. Weekly sport in the prison population is a
particularly important line of work for the Real
Madrid Foundation.
Real Madrid players supported the Red Cross
Gold Draw.

Arbeloa paid a visit to the programme for homeless
people at the Red Cross’s Temporary Welfare Centre of
San Blas in Madrid.
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“EMPRENDEPORTE” PROGRAMME
FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
This programme was implemented
in partnership with the Madrid City
Council Sports Department and
aims to promote the employability
of men and women between the
ages of 25 and 60 who register
with the Employment Agency.
We supplemented the physical
exercise and values sessions this
season with awareness-raising
talks on health prevention and
healthy lifestyle habits with the
support of GSK.
Health talks in the Emprendeporte programme.

PHYSICAL EXERCISE PROGRAMMES
FOR THE ELDERLY
Teaching values through sport
improves the lives of everyone
involved. It was therefore very
important to resume the physical
activity programme for the over
65s at the Canal de Isabel II
facilities. The programme tallied
162 participants and included
informative talks on health
prevention with the Ipsen and
Janssen laboratories.

Activity session for the over 65s, Madrid.
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REAL MADRID FOUNDATION
AROUND THE WORLD

africa

america

51

166

schools

schools

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti

Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Trinidad and Tobago
Uruguay
USA
Venezuela

22,091

Angola
Benin
Burundi
Cameroon
Chad
Cape Verde
D.R. of Congo
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea

Gabon
Rwanda
Ivory Coast
Sao Tome and Principe
Kenya
Senegal
Madagascar
Sierra Leone
Mauritania
Tanzania
Morocco
Togo
Mozambique
Uganda
Nigeria
Republic of the congo

10,197

Beneficiaries

Beneficiaries
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61,202 beneficiaries in 82 countries
638 projects and activities
449
189
Social-sports projects

camps, clinics and AFP*

73 countries
50,478 beneficiaries

16 countries
10,724 beneficiaries

spain

138
projects

8,724

Beneficiaries

europe

THE MIDDLE EAST

Asia-Pacific

schools

schools

schools

20

Azerbaijan
Bulgaria
Hungary
Italy
Portugal

Romania
Russia
United kingdom
Ukraine

1,686

Beneficiaries

50

Bahrain
Israel
Jordan
Kuwait
Lebanon

Palestine
Saudi Arabia
United Arab
Emirates

4,208

Beneficiaries

24

Australia
Cambodia
China
India

Indonesia
Japan
Philippines
Singapore

3,572

Beneficiaries

INTERNATIONAL
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InterNATIONAL

311
41,754

FOOTBALL AND
BASKETBALL SCHOOLS

72

COUNTRIES
ON FIVE CONTINENTS

CHILDREN

EDUCATION, DEVELOPMENT
COOPERATION AND INTEGRATION PROJECTS

32,391 36,160

11,550

5,725

CHILDREN RECEIVE
CHILDREN
CHILDREN TAKE PART CHILDREN TAKE PART
HEALTH AND
RECEIVE ACADEMIC
IN INCLUSION AND
IN SOCIALNUTRITION RELATED
SUPPORT
SOCIAL-FAMILY
PYSCHOLOGICAL
ACTIVITIES
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
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INTERNATIONAL
AREA
In the 2020/21 season,
the Real Madrid Foundation
coordinated the development of over
300 schools and social-sports projects
in 72 countries worldwide, reaching
out to 40,000 beneficiaries and
adapting to the needs and legislation
at every site.
The Foundation's International Area has once
again stood prominent for the contribution of
the model of social-sports schools to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals and, especially,
the ones that the organisation has identified
as strategic: quality education (SDG4), health
and healthy habits (SDG3) and gender equality
(SDG5).
Each project has faced a different reality
during this year and although training has
been temporarily suspended, online project
management has favoured a continuous and
fluid relationship from the International Area
with local partners on the ground. This includes
improved monitoring reporting and impact
assessment, but also support from international
funders that ensures sustainability.

Florentino Pérez met at Real Madrid City with
Mauricio Claver-Carone, the new president
of the Inter-American Development Bank.
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AMERICA
Social-sports schools in the Americas
have been consolidated as the backbone
of activities to contribute to the well-being
of the beneficiaries, their families and the
community in general, thanks to the work of the
Foundation’s local partners, who finance and
develop the projects. Over 22,000 children and
young people benefited from 166 schools in 22
countries, and 1,500 more participated in 26
Foundation clinics in the USA. Overall, activity
in the Americas amounted to 192 projects and
programmes with 23,654 participants.

Beneficiary at the new school in Miami,
USA.

Unable to travel, we ramped up our online
presence and held a high-level institutional
agenda with the Inter-American Development
Bank (IADB). President Florentino Pérez met at
Real Madrid City with Mauricio Claver-Carone,
the new president of the IADB, in which they
agreed to start a new project in Barranquilla,
Colombia, with the Camillian Religious,
aimed at caring for the migrant population of
Venezuelan origin.

The presence of the Real Madrid Foundation
in the American continent continues solidly
in 22 countries, with 166 social sports schools and
26 clinics for 23,654 beneficiaries.
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Meeting between Florentino Pérez and
Mauricio Claver-Carone, president of the
Inter-American Development Bank (IADB).

INTERNATIONAL
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Basketball training at
the San Pedro Sula school in Honduras.

Our range of partners expanded as we reached a new
agreement with Kontiki Expeditions in Ecuador.

Thanks to the resolved commitment of our
sponsoring organisations, we managed to
work closely with the Mapfre Foundation,
AT&T and Globalvia during these months.
We expanded our range of partners
following the new agreement reached
with Kontiki Expeditions, as financier of
the projects in Ecuador, in alliance with
CAF Núñez.

Beneficiaries from the Masahuat school
in El Salvador.
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We also entered into a strategic alliance
until 2027 with Millicom, which will
benefit projects in Bolivia, Colombia,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala,
Honduras,
Nicaragua,
Panamá,
Paraguay and the USA. Together with
the mayor of this city, Francis Suárez,
and the International Studies Foundation,
a new football in the parks programme
was launched for the social integration of
children in open-air spaces.
School reinforcement classes with beneficiaries of
the school in Sao Paulo, Brazil.

Beneficiary at the new school in Miami,
USA.
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Students from the Icaro social sports school in
Sacacoyo, El Salvador.

INTERNATIONAL
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AFRICA
The projects in Africa retained the
objective of promoting comprehensive
development
for
children
and
adolescents through sport, encouraging
their schooling, vocational training
and education in the values of peace
and citizenship. We maintained the
Foundation’s network of schools during
the 2020/21 season, with 53 active
social-sports projects in 25 countries and
10,497 beneficiaries.
Schools in sub-Saharan Africa remained
open with some adaptations and specific
awareness-raising actions. North African
countries such as Morocco and Egypt
were hit hardest by the pandemic,
with temporary closures due to health
restrictions. Hanan’s adapted school
project in Tetouan opted for online training.

A total of 10,497 children from 25
countries are trained in values through
53 schools and clinics.
Training at the social sports school in Tulear,
Madagascar.
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Children from the social-sports school project in the
capital Nouakchott, Mauritania.

Children at the MBRGI-supported school in
Marrakesh, Morocco.
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The Real Madrid Foundation’s alliance
with Salesian Missions reached its 10th
anniversary this season and has continued
with the humanitarian aid programmes
in collaboration with the Missionaries of
Africa (White Fathers). The Rivers State
Government (Nigeria) also continues to
provide key support to the Foundation’s
projects in Africa. Sao Tome and Principe
hosted its first international solidarity
marathon, organised by the local partner
Filhos de Sao Tome Foundation and
supported by Arbeloa.

We are working with Manos Unidas and our
partner on the ground, SOS Pairs Educateurs,
to consolidate the Foundation’s project in
Mauritania, where we are collaborating with
three public schools in one of the poorest
neighbourhoods with health activities to
prevent infectious diseases. Last but not
least, we held two clinics on the continent this
season with more than 300 participants.

Participants in the first international solidarity
marathon in São Tomé and Príncipe.

INTERNATIONAL
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ASIA-PACIFIC
The 24 social-sports schools across
8 countries in the Asia-Pacific
region have continued this season,
benefiting more than 3,500 students,
who receive education, health care,
nutrition and sport in values with the
Real Madrid Foundation. In addition to
these permanent projects, this season
we will be holding 7 clinics, a camp
and three education programmes.
Altogether, we have 33 projects,
activities in 8 countries and 4,158
direct beneficiaries of the activity.

There are 33 projects in 8 countries
involving 4,158 beneficiaries.
Training at the school in Trichy, India.
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In Australia, in addition to the continuation of
the project with Wellington High School, we
began working on a new project with the New
South Wales State Department of Education for
the integration of young refugees. In Cambodia,
the school in Battambang, in partnership with
Sauce and with the support of Global Football

Management, and the PSE school, which is
supported by Smart in Phnom Penh, continue
their activities with great dedication. Our
partners’ exemplary work in the Philippines
continues in the region: Santiago Foundation,
Roxas Foundation and the NGO Anakk, backed
by the Mapfre Foundation.

Kike Figaredo, Apostolic Prefect of Battambang
Prefecture, during the online training course for
teachers in Cambodia.

Beneficiaries of the school in Battambang,
Cambodia.
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India, a country in the grips of a humanitarian
crisis triggered by severe economic problems in
addition to the pandemic, has seen exemplary
care for the beneficiaries and their families by the
local partners of the Real Madrid Foundation: the
Mothers and Children Institute of Kolkata, with
the reinforced collaboration of Roadis, and the

Fundación Esperanza y Alegría (Hope and Joy
Foundation).
Finally, in China, in addition to the project at the
Jinzhai school, the Foundation struck a major
agreement to hold clinics with Shanghai Veritas
throughout the country.

Delivery of school supplies at the school in Davao
del Sur, Philippines.

Children at the social-sports football school in
Kolkata, India.

Training football and values at Jinzhai School, China.
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EUROPE
The health measures in each country
had to be adapted to the new scenarios
to ensure a continuity of activities in
Europe. Despite the difficulties, the
Real Madrid Foundation increased its
number of projects to 20 in the nine
countries in which it works, serving
1,686 beneficiaries. With a total of more
than 130 clinics, the result is a total of
156 schools and activities, with 8,652
participants in 14 countries of the Old
Continent.

There are already 8,652 participants
in 156 schools and activities
in 14 countries.
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Coach and student at the social sports school in
Felcsút, Hungary.

INTERNATIONAL
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Fostering
strategic
partnerships,
we
launched two new schools in Ukraine in
collaboration with Epicentr for Children and
the patron Epicentr K. We also signed an
agreement with the University of Ossetia
in Russia to launch a new school next
season, which will increase the number of
beneficiaries in the long term. We secured
the financial sustainability of the projects
in cooperation with the UEFA Foundation
for Children. This has been complemented
by the renewed trust of the Foundation’s
major patron partners, such as Endesa in
the Manique school and El Corte Inglés in
Funchal, both in Portugal.

Children from the social-sports school in
Guimarães, Portugal.
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Students from the school in Ukraine.

Schoolchildren in Bucharest, Romania.

INTERNATIONAL
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THE MIDDLE EAST
The Real Madrid Foundation remains active
in the Middle East, working with migrants
and refugees in the Palestinian territories,
Lebanon and Jordan. Humanitarian aid
projects are promoted through sport,
providing support to Syrian, Palestinian
and Iraqi refugees. We also bolstered the
general objective of promoting education
in the values of citizenship and peace, the
reduction of radicalism and the promotion
of healthy lifestyles in the countries in
which the Foundation runs schools. We
also entered into a technical training
educational consultancy agreement this
season, bringing the total number of
projects in 8 countries to 50, with 4,208
participants in the region.
For the sustainability of the projects, this
is the second season of development of
the framework agreement with Mohamed
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Global Initiatives,
which has consolidated itself as one of
the Foundation’s strategic allies, with
actions in Morocco, Egypt, Jordan and
Uzbekistan. Iker Casillas visited the local
partner’s headquarters in Dubai in May.

Girls at the school in Palestine.

Iker Casillas visited the MBRGI headquarters in
Dubai.

School in Jordan.

The Foundation runs 50 social-sports
projects in 8 countries,
with 4,208 beneficiaries.
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INTERNATIONAL
TECHNICAL TRAINING
The Camps, Clinics and International
Technical Training Department coordinates
and supervises high-performance educational
football activities. We held 171 international
clinic weeks, including one in Spain, in the
2020/21 season, with 8,988 participants from
15 different countries. The pandemic meant that
we could only complete 13 camp weeks across
Spain and Asia, but given the circumstances,
it was a great success involving nearly 1,300
boys and girls.
The football schools and the Annual Football
Programme for school counselling are
continuously active during the school year as
an extra activity in permanent facilities. The
programme combines the training methodology
of clinics (adapted to a continuous format)
and education in values. The objective is the
technical-tactical improvement of the students
and the teaching of positive values. The
programme is aimed at boys and girls from 5 to
17 of age of any level with an interest in learning
and perfecting their skills, as well as enjoying
playing football. This season they have been
held in Egypt, Japan, Singapore and China
with almost 2,000 participants. A very high
figure considering the pandemic constraints.
It is worth highlighting this season the important
agreement reached with Shanghai Veritas as a
new operator of clinics in China that will bring
the Foundation’s methodology to thousands of
boys and girls interested in learning, improving
and enjoying football.

Real Madrid Foundation clinic in China through a
deal with Shanghai Veritas.
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INTERNATIONAL
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TRAINING

THE SPORT VALUES ACADEMY
HAS TAUGHT MORE
THAN 5.000 PEOPLE

992 ONLINE COURSES,
SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS
AND WEBINARS

2,404 TEACHING HOURS
IN THE SEASON

OVER A THOUSAND
TRAINERS UPDATED
THEIR KNOWLEDGE

COACHES, TEACHERS AND
FAMILIES IN MORE THAN 80
COUNTRIES RECEIVED TRAINING
IN VALUES AND SPORT

THE SPORT VALUES ACADEMY TV PLATFORM,
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH INTERACTVTY AND ADIDAS,
REACHES THE COLOMBIAN EDUCATION SYSTEM WITH SENA.
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TRAINING
The Foundation’s Training Area redoubled its
activity with a view to generating more online
training courses. We launched the Sport Values
Academy online training platform at the start
of the season and in record time created Sport
Values Academy TV, an open-access omnichannel
(OTT) multi-platform based on global e-learning,
to make our pioneering methodology of values
education through sport available to coaches,
educators and families worldwide.
With e-learning, 5,551 people participated in
992 courses, workshops, sessions or webinars
organised by the Training Area, accumulating
2,404 learning hours during the season. Over
a thousand trainers from the Foundation’s
projects in 80 countries were able to share their
experiences and update their didactic contents
to put them into practice in those schools that
were returning to face-to-face activity and also
for online teaching where the circumstances
required it.
The Sport Values Academy and values group
lectures account for 30% of these activities,
thanks to an important agreement with Interactvty
and sponsors such as adidas. A new window to
the world in the midst of digital transformation,
rooted in the Foundation’s commitment to the
highest quality, efficiency and vanguard of the
Sustainable Development Goals of the UN’s 2030
Agenda.
In this regard, it is worth highlighting the
agreement reached at the end of the season
with the Colombian National Education Service
(SENA), which will use the platform to teach sport
and values to people with limited resources.

Arbeloa inaugurated the 1st International Online
Conference ‘For a REAL Education: Values and Sport’.
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events

Santiago Solari played with Magnus Carlsen at the
presentation of the First Solidarity Chess Tournament.
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EVENTS
The season kicked off with the summer camps
at Real Madrid City, under health safety
protocols in July and August, followed by
the September presentation of virtual races,
subsequently held in October, November and
December.
The Fundraising Department collaborated with
the football first team to organise seven shirt

auctions using the MatchWornShirt platform;
another seven with the Historical Heritage
Centre on different websites such as Catawiki,
CharityStars and Quartzo; and two special art
and sport auctions in the Ansorena hall, with
a long list of artists and athletes that included
Rafa Nadal, Julio Iglesias, Alejandro Sanz,
Fernando Alonso, Usain Bolt, José Luis Garci
and Manolo Valdés.

Presentation of the Foundation’s Padel Solidarity
Circuit sponsored by Santander at Mad4Padel in
Pozuelo de Alarcón in Madrid.

The special circumstances have made
it necessary to adapt the Foundation’s
normal activities also in the area of events.
In coordination with the club’s Audiovisual
Services, we organised hybrid events,
combining online connections with face-to-face
activities at 30% capacity in the Real Madrid
City auditorium.

Images of two online sessions of the Luis de Carlos
Forum: ‘90 years of Real Madrid basketball’ and
‘Vaccines: digital meeting with experts’.
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Our foundation partnered in awareness and
prevention campaigns with organisations
including GSK, Red Cross, Ipsen and Janssen,
which were combined with online and
face-to-face events. For example, we held the
1st Solidarity Chess Tournament in November,
featuring grandmaster Magnus Carlsen and
Chess24.com.

For the International Day of Disabled Persons
on 3 December, the Foundation celebrated the
possibilities of inclusive sport in partnership
with Endesa. In that same month, we also
had the 1st International Online Conference
For a REAL education: Values and sport,
which counted on the attendance of Arbeloa.
Pandemic constraints meant that traditional
events such as the At Christmas, no child
without a gift campaign had to be scaled
down and visits turned into video messages.
However, just like every year, almost a
thousand gifts were given to children in
homes.

EVENTS
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The Foundation’s Padel Solidarity Circuit was
attended by several of the club’s legends, such as
Roberto Carlos and Morientes.

We renewed the agreement with the Victims
of Terrorism Foundation at the beginning of
2021. The Real Madrid Foundation also joined
the Country Alliance for Zero Child Poverty,
and organised an online session of the Luis de
Carlos Forum in March called 90 years of Real
Madrid Basketball, 1931-2021 to celebrate the
section’s anniversary.
The President of Real Madrid received the
Secretary of State for Sport on the occasion
of the signing of the agreement between our
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Iker Casillas at the presentation of the agreement
with Metro de Madrid.

Foundation and the Youth Sports Foundation,
under the auspices of the National Sports
Council. In terms of educational campaigns,
we held one with the Salesian schools and the
Change the Rules competition on the occasion
of the 10th anniversary of the collaboration
between the Real Madrid Foundation and
Salesian Missions. Another was held on World
Book Day, in partnership with UPS. We signed an
institutional agreement in May with the Spanish
Railways Foundation to carry out joint exhibitions
and activities.
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The Foundation signed agreements with the
European University and Don State University
in Rostov. As an educational benchmark,
links with academic institutions are key to
its work, and this season the Foundation has
participated in various events and expert
forums.
We presented Santander-sponsored Second
Real Madrid Foundation Charity Padel
Circuit, which featured several of the club’s

legends. Since his incorporation as assistant
to the general director of the Foundation,
Iker Casillas attended institutional events,
including the agreements with Metro and EMT,
and also the presentation of the new school
with the mayor of Miami and the International
Studies Foundation. He has also become the
face of the Foundation’s new omnichannel
platform. Special thanks are also due to our
Real Madrid ambassadors, particularly Álvaro
Arbeloa and Roberto Carlos.

EVENTS
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More than 269,000 items have been
catalogued so far.

REAL MADRID’S
HISTORICAL HERITAGE
CENTRE

Raúl González was involved in the signing of
historical posters for the special auction.

Historic light boxes and solidarity trays
made from match posters.

The Historical Heritage Centre continues its
work to preserve the history of Real Madrid
and has already catalogued more than 269,000
items, 198,000 of which have been digitised.
This season, we inventoried 7,500 items and
documents and digitised over 12,000.
The centre supervised and coordinated the
selection and shipment to the charity auctions
of jerseys and historical items from its surplus,
along with the quality of the charity products
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made from the historical match posters, such
as trays and light boxes. There were also 204
assignments with 3,376 contents.
The Foundation accepted the donation of the
painting Nuevo estadio Bernabéu, by the artist
Francisco López Herrero, for the club’s pictorial
collection. Real Madrid City was the setting for
one of the winning photographs in the People
category of The Mono Awards competition in
Australia and New Zealand.
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Thousands of fans bid in the charity shirt auction
organised by the Foundation and MatchWornShirt.

REAL MADRID’S HISTORICAL HERITAGE CENTRE
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QUALITY, SUSTAINABILITY
AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
Many advances were made in this 2020/21
season in different areas by the Foundation's
Administration
and
Human
Resources
department. Some of the main highlights
included the launch of the Employee Portal and
the implementation and development of the
Equality Plan, Audit and Remuneration Register,
which the entity set up to guarantee the support
of the entire workforce.
The entity aims at continuous improvement
towards excellence in the organisation, which is
why the implementation of an Comprehensive
Management System, the organisation of online
training courses or the creation of an OTT platform
are some of the most important lines of action.
The Real Madrid Foundation strives to ensure
sustainability and safeguard the environment,
and applies a culture of paper reduction.
With the strategies proposed by the Foundation
and compliance with Royal Decree 6/2019
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on Equal Treatment and Opportunities,
progress is being made towards achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals. Likewise, the
implementation of these royal decrees is aligned
with the commitment to support the ten principles
of the Global Compact in the areas of human and
labour rights, environment and anti-corruption.
To help ensure the economic sustainability of
the social-sports projects, we created 4 lines
of solidarity sales products with no production
costs, such as solidarity masks, trays made
from surplus historical posters, light boxes and
the new and important line of premium training
on the new omnichannel platform, each of
which has had its own campaign on corporate
channels. New and exciting partnerships have
also been signed with Shanghai Veritas, Millicom,
Kontiki Expeditions and adidas, to complement
new sponsors and partners. In addition to the
annual contribution from Real Madrid C.F., the
Real Madrid Foundation receives generous
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Florentino Pérez chaired the online meeting of the
Foundation's Board of Trustees at Real Madrid City.

support in the form of patronage, collaborations
and sponsorships from large national and
international companies and entities and,
most especially, individual contributions from
thousands of Madrid fans pledged to the club's
social action, thus increasing their ties with Real
Madrid and giving sustainability to engaged
educational and social-sporting projects.

of Real Madrid Football Club. The Real Madrid
Foundation, at the request of the Board of
Trustees, has implemented a Criminal Risk
Management System (Compliance) whose
oversight, effectiveness, tracking and updating
is entrusted to the Foundation's Compliance
Committee, who work every season to ensure its
correct application and compliance.

We have prioritised the prevention and protection
of the health of employees and users of all
activities since the beginning of the pandemic,
testing all employees, limiting travel abroad,
prioritising meetings by videoconference and
adopting teleworking as a measure of health
containment and reconciliation of work and
family life.

The Real Madrid Foundation also pursues
maximum compliance with the regulations,
standards and recommendations of Transparency
and Good Governance as contemplated by
Spanish Law 19/2013 on Transparency, Access
to Public Information and Good Governance. In
this regard, the Foundation's website is the main
instrument of the Transparency Policy through
our Transparency Portal. The Foundation also
submits its financial statements to an external
financial audit every year, which gives a true and
fair view of the assets and financial situation of
the Real Madrid Foundation.

The Real Madrid Foundation has a Code of
Ethics and Good Governance that includes
the specific principles and regulations of Good
Governance, and integrates the Code of Ethics

QUALITY, SUSTAINABILITY AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
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ECONOMIC DATA OF THE
REAL MADRID FOUNDATION

total direct and indirect
income financial
year 2020-2021

Breakdown of total direct
and indirect expenses
financial Year 2020-2021
4% 3%

19%
36%

€14,221,000

€14,220,000
40%

4%

1%

Equity 19%
Private funds 40%
Public funds 1%
Events and other 4%
Local partner funds 36%
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93%
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Management 4%
Fundraising 3%
Mission (Projects to further
foundational purposes) 93%

ECONOMIC DATA OF THE REAL MADRID FOUNDATION
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TRANSPARENCY AND
BEST PRACTICES

PATRONS AND
SPONSORS

•	The Real Madrid Foundation pursues maximum
compliance with the regulations, standards and
recommendations of Transparency and Good
Governance as contemplated by Spanish Law
19/2013 on Transparency, Access to Public
Information and Good Governance. In this
regard, the Foundation's website is the main
instrument of the Transparency Policy through
our Transparency Portal. The Foundation
also submits its financial statements to an
external financial audit every year, which gives
a true and fair view of the assets and financial
situation of the Real Madrid Foundation.

•	EFQM- 300+ European Excellence Certificate
awarded by Club Excelencia en Gestión.
•	The Foundation is registered as No. 366 in
the Registry of Foundations of the Ministry of
Education, Culture and Sport.
•	The Real Madrid Foundation is considered
a transparent foundation according to the
report on transparency and good governance
on the website of Spanish foundations 2018,
carried out by the Fundación Compromiso y
Transparencia (Commitment and Transparency
Foundation).

AENOR, por concesión del Club Excelencia en Gestión,
otorga el Sello de Excelencia Europea 300+ por su Sistema
de Gestión a:

FUNDACIÓN REAL MADRID

Por AENOR:

Original Electrónico

Fecha de Concesión: 23 de Abril de 2019
Fecha de Expiración: 23 de Abril de 2022
Certificado nº: CEG/19/RE03/2
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Rafael GARCÍA MEIRO
Director General
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COLLABORATING
COMPANIES

PARTNER INSTITUTIONS
AND ORGANISATIONS

Rojo Pantone 187C
Gris Pantone 430C

Identidad visual corporativa
1.2 - LA MARCA URJC: DIFERENTES LOGOTIPOS

La marca URJC está formada por símbolo y logotipo. El logotipo de la URJC de
colores que se definen a continuación:

Logotipo

Logotipo negativo - color

Haga click para descargar los archivos

Haga click para descargar los archivos

Recomendado para impresión a color

Recomendado para pantallas

HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER

Símbolo con las diferentes combinaciones de colores aceptadas
Haga click para descargar los archivos

OTHER PARTNER INSTITUTIONS

© Universidad Rey Juan Carlos 2015

Manual de Identidad Visual Corporativa
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Albacete City Council

El Pozo Sports Association

Rivera & Larrea Sports and Cultural Association

Alcobendas City Council

Fedefcam

San Fernando de Henares City Council

Asturian Centre of Madrid

Guadalajara City Council

San Pablo Pino Montano Sports Club

CEIP Colegio Rosa de Luxemburgo

Jerez de la Frontera City Council

San Sebastián de los Reyes City Council

CEIP Cortes de Cádiz

La Juventud Sports Club of Jaén

Segovia City Council

CEIP Josep Tarradellas - Las Tablas

Las Rozas City Council

SEK - Ciudalcampo

Ceuta Football Federation

Leganés City Council

Seville City Council

Ceuta Regional Government

Madrid City Council

Tarancón City Council

Colegio Fomento Las Tablas

Motril City Council

Toledo City Council

Colegio Menor Nuestra Señora de Loreto

Orcasitas Sports Association

Torrejón de Ardoz City Council

Colegio Valdefuentes

Pozuelo de Alarcón City Council
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LOCAL INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
Africa

Middle East

Angola and Morocco

Benin, Togo
and Lebanon

Saudi
Arabia

Algeria

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Australia

Azerbaijan

Azerbaijan

Bahrain

Bolivia

Botswana

Bulgaria

Burkina
Faso

Cambodia

Cambodia

India

Jamaica

Japan

Kuwait

Madagascar

Morocco
Chad

Indonesia

India

Morocco

Israel

Jordan

Jordan

Madagascar

Madagascar

Mexico

Mexico

Italy

Italy

Kenya

Kenya

Morocco

Morocco

Mozambique

Nicaragua

Colombia

F O U N D AT I O N

Colombia

Ecuador

USA

Colombia

Ecuador

USA

Ivory Coast

Ecuador

United Arab Emirates

Costa Rica

USA

Ethiopia

Ecuador and
South Africa

USA

Philippines

Ecuador

USA

Philippines

Palestine

Peru

Romania

South Africa

Russia

Portugal

Portugal

Russia

Trinidad and
Tobago

United
Kingdom

Sao Tome and
Principe

Ukraine

People's Republic
of China

Senegal

Uruguay

FRIENDS OF REAL MADRID FOUNDATION
Philippines
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Guatemala

Haiti
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Haiti

Honduras

Hungary

Chile

El Salvador

Panama
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